Athlete Whereabouts - ADO

Introduction Whereabouts Requirements - ADO

Entering Whereabouts – Getting Started ADO

Whereabouts - Introduced in ADAMS 3.0 ADO

- Whereabouts Categories
- 60-Minute Time Slot
- Recurring Entries
- All-Day Entries
- Attachments
- “Modified” and “Modified Today” Icons

The Whereabouts Interface - ADO

- Accessing the Whereabouts Page
- The Whereabouts Page - ADO
  - The Quarter Area - ADO
  - The Submission Area - ADO
  - The Mailing Address Link - ADO
  - The Whereabouts Guide Link - ADO
  - The Filter Area - ADO
  - The Mini-Calendar Area - ADO
- The Whereabouts Guide - ADO
- The Calendar View - ADO
  - Calendar Presentation
- The List View
- Submission History
- Notes & Activities
  - Viewing a Note or Activity Entry
  - Creating a Note Entry
  - Editing a Note Entry

Whereabouts Entries - ADO

- Creating Whereabouts Entries
  - Whereabouts Entry on Multiple Dates
  - New Entry Dialog
- Travel Whereabouts Entries
  - Creating Travel Whereabouts Entries
- Viewing Whereabouts Entries
- Editing Whereabouts Entries
- Deleting Whereabouts Entries

Submitting Whereabouts - ADO

- Submission Deadline
- Error Conditions
- Automatic whereabouts notifications
  - Whereabouts Submission
  - Whereabouts Updates
  - Non-Compliant Whereabouts
  - SMS Whereabouts
  - Other Whereabouts-Related Notifications
- Quarter statuses

Access Rights to Whereabouts - ADO

- Athlete Users and Athlete Agents
- Custodian Organization Users
  - Athlete’s Permission
  - Access Configuration by Custodian Administrator
- Other (than Custodian) Organization Users
- Team Managers

Populating the Calendar & Submission - ADO

Controlling Athlete Whereabouts
• Whereabouts History tab
• Whereabouts Submission Report
  • How to configure your TOTP (Example: Authy authenticator)
• Whereabouts Page